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Open Innovations for a Sustainable Society with Continuous Development
in Human Welfare
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Recently, the Japanese government’s 4th Science and Technology Basic Plan adopted
green innovations and life innovations as new growth strategies to guide Japan into the
future. For areas including the environment, resources, energy, and health and medicine,
which present the most urgent and critical issues now being faced by global society, it goes
without saying that the development of advanced functional molecules and materials plays a
major role in addressing these issues and creating innovations. So the Green and Sustainable
Chemistry Network (GSCN), which has been carrying out activities in ways ahead of its
time since its establishment in 2000, is growing in importance. For advanced molecular and
material sciences, which seek to bring health and safety to people and the environment, the
integration of basic science and applications has been growing at a particularly fast rate.
How to efficiently advance open innovations that transcend the boundaries of universities,
research institutions, and industry will determine success or failure in meeting the
expectations that global society places on these sciences. As the Society of Polymer Science
enters its 60th year, we are working to use the events we sponsor to develop a platform that
brings together different fields and cultures toward realizing our new vision of “contributing
to the creation of a sustainable society.” In other words, the mission of the SPSJ is to
promote seamless collaborations from basic science to industrial applications. I would like to
increase and strengthen our collaborations with GSCN, whose activities encompass
universities, research labs, and businesses.
To advance innovations from a long-term perspective, it is critical to nurture scientists

and engineers who can think nimbly outside the boxes of their disciplines. Also critical is
establishing a scientific and technological platform that produces groundbreaking inventions
and discoveries, taking unrelenting innovations as their starting point. On this point, we
anticipate GSCN, which includes chemistry-related societies and companies in industry as
participants, to play a central role in creating new educational frameworks that place
sustainable chemistry at the foundation.
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Current Situations and Issues of Chemistry Instruction in Secondary Education
as Seen from Metropolitan High Schools

Yoshiyasu Tanaka
Chief Teacher of Tokyo Metropolitan Toyama Senior High School

The situation of chemistry education in secondary education is, it must be said, quite grim. Students have
been become less interested in the sciences year after year. Meanwhile, the increase in newly hired teachers
as teachers of the baby boomer generation retire has resulted in a decline in teaching skills. And the decline
of specialized training in school subjects has led to teachers straying from science experiments in the

classroom. In this article, I describe the current state of chemistry education in the midst of such conditions.
I also introduce the activities of the Society to Study Chemistry Education for the Next Generation (SCN).

I’ll first discuss the state of high school students’ enrollment in chemistry-related subjects. Many schools
require students to enroll in “Chemistry I.” But because it is difficult to cover the entire course in a school
year, schools simply advance the students in a perfunctory manner. Thus if these students do not enroll in
“Chemistry II,” their opportunity to be learn chemistry ends. Furthermore, because there is not enough class
time as mentioned above, lessons must necessarily be carried out without much attention to experiments. In
other words, almost all students end their study of chemistry without learning enough chemistry and without
experiencing scientific experimentation. This phenomenon did not begin just recently. Today’s young adults
do not recognize the importance of chemistry, and it is natural that, for example, they do not pay enough
attention to safety because of insufficient dealings with chemistry. Furthermore, students who hope to study
science in college see “Chemistry II” only as an exam subject. So if they change their college plans, they
simply skip class without a second thought, since taking an entrance exam in the chemistry is no longer
necessary. So it is almost impossible to see a student studying hard in order to aspire to a career in the
sciences.

However, despite the tragic state that chemistry is in, it is still in better shape compared with other science
subjects. Specialized teachers of subjects like geography are almost never found in schools besides
college-preparatory high schools. Some schools get by with only one physics teacher. The cause of such
disparities is related to college exams mentioned earlier. Mathematics is critical for properly understanding
physics. And because diverse knowledge is required to understand geography, it is avoided, and almost no
schools teach it as a subject. Thus because students need to take chemistry together with biology as exam
subjects, chemistry survives. But biology is preferred to chemistry, because students have the perception
that “I can just memorize biology.” Chemistry, on the hand, requires a great deal of calculations, and also
has areas where one must integrate knowledge. So it is perceived as a subject with points that “I cannot
understand no matter how hard I try.” In any event, students like or dislike chemistry not as a school subject
(that is, because of its content or features), but as an exam subject.

As mentioned above, while there are many students enrolled in “Chemistry I” because it is mandatory, the
reality is that they cannot perform experiments. For example, even if students carry out experiments and are
made to write a report, they write only about what was investigated, and do not include observations. When
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results from an experiment are obtained, one gets the strong impression that they do not know what to glean
from the results (to say nothing about their desire to do so). To questions on the lecture, they almost always
reply, “Please explain it again from the beginning.” The teachers simply comply. During regular exams, they
cannot correctly answer simple questions on the level of National Center Exams. Many schools believe they
must help students advance to college, so in recent years they have combined regular classes with makeup
classes. These makeup classes focus on solving entrance exam questions, and these days it seems like high
schools have become cram schools.

To break out of this current situation, we believe that it is crucial to nurture young teachers so that they
can support students in test-taking, teach them experiments, and teach them the joy of chemistry as well.
Thus we established the Society to Study Chemistry Education for the Next Generation (SCN) in May 2005.
SCN started with about ten members, mainly teachers in Tokyo metropolitan high schools. In recent years,
many young teachers have also participated, allowing us more opportunities to exchange viewpoints despite
differences in the years of experience. If young teachers have confidence in various chemistry experiments,
they can increase the variation of experiments for students. They can create an environment in which
students can grasp the meaning of the future through studying chemistry. From a wider perspective, how to
approach young teachers and young adults will determine the future quality of chemistry education in
secondary education. In other words, we believe that mid-career teachers, including me, have the duty to
actively encourage today’s generation of young adults. Thus we have put activities like the SCN into
practice.

Brand New Technology of Water Treatment Using Microbubbles

Masayoshi Takahashi
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)

Microbubbles are ultrafine gas bubbles less than 50¼ in diameter, and their fundamental properties are
related to the phenomenon of disappearing under water due to long stagnation and excellent gas dissolution
ability. It has been demonstrated that microbubbles can be used as practical methods for industrial purposes
such as water remediation and water treatment. As the method of surface water remediation, microbubble
can drastically improve the oxygen-deficient conditions of lower layers and subsequently recover the
biological activity of the waters. And microbubble is a brand new technology of waste water treatments. An
extremely interesting feature of microbubbles is the generation of free radicals, such as hydroxyl radicals,
during the process of extinction under water. Since free radicals are highly chemically reactive and break
down the organic contaminants, microbubbles make it possible to treat highly concentrated organic
wastewater, which is hard to treat by the conventional means.

We are familiar with bubbles, and these macro-bubbles rapidly rise upward and burst at the water surface.
But in the case of tiny bubbles, microbubbles, they gradually decrease in size due to the dissolution of
interior gases by the surrounding water, and they eventually disappear under water. Gas bubbles are
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surrounded by gas-water interface, and the interior gas is pressurized by the surface tension. Since the gas
pressure is inversely proportion to the diameter of the bubble, microbubbles are strongly compressed.
Microbubble with a diameter of 10¼ has 0.3 atmospheric pressure higher than the ambient pressure. In
the case of 1¼ in diameter the value is about 3 atmospheric pressure. Since the compressed gas is
effectively dissolved into water, microbubbles rapidly shrink and eventually disappear. At the moment of
their extinction, the interior gas pressure is theoretically infinitely great. Using this property, as one of the
industrial uses, we can effectively generate gas hydrate.

Another important property of microbubble is the radical generation, which is relating to the electrical
charge of the tiny bubbles. Figure 1 shows the behavior of microbubbles in an electrophoresis field. By
changing the direction of the electric field the microbubbles moved in a zigzag manner in the
electrophoresis cell. We can evaluate the zeta potential of microbubbles according to the electrophoretic
mobility, and it has been revealed that the bubbles were negatively charged under a wide range of pH
conditions. The potential was positive under strong acidic conditions, and the inorganic electrolytes
decrease the potential by increasing the amount of counter-ions within the slipping plane. The zeta potential
has been determined by the average value of the mobility for 3 seconds. But extremely interesting behavior
can be seen by looking at a single bubble movement. In short, the smaller the bubble becomes, the faster it
moves toward an electrode. Since the electrical charge of the bubble is caused by the adsorbed ions at the
gas-water interface, the increase of zeta potential of shrinking microbubble means the accumulation of ions
in a narrow range of the interface. At the extinction of microbubble under water, these highly accumulated
ions are suddenly released to the surrounding water. The drastic environmental change caused by the
extinction of the gas-water interface might trigger radical generation via dispersion of the elevated chemical
potential that has accumulated as the adsorbed and attracted ions around the interface. And we also
demonstrated that the transformation of ozone to hydroxyl radicals caused by collapsing ozone
microbubbles under water.

Although ozone is used for the oxidation of organic chemicals in water, the treatment of drinking water
and wastewater might be improved by utilizing advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) that accelerate the
generation of hydroxyl radicals. This is because hydroxyl radicals react rapidly with many dissolved
compounds in the water matrix, whereas ozone is a selective oxidant. But these conventional AOPs require
high costs, and there are many limitations on their use. We have demonstrated that by supplying ozone as
the interior gas of microbubbles the ozone progressively decomposes and fairly large quantities of hydroxyl
radicals are generated. Moreover, the degradation of polyvinyl alcohol, which is ozone resistant, was also
observed during the treatment of ozone microbubbles. These findings indicate that ozone microbubbles are
potentially useful in future water-treatment applications.

We have created an innovative wastewater treatment technology that exploits this feature of microbubbles
Currently we are working on the practical application of this technology to treating the polymer toner
wastewater. Conventional technologies could not treat this wastewater, and incineration was the only
method. We have succeeded in reducing wastewater with a chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 40,000
mg/L to less than 100 mg/L at a low cost. This method allows water to be completely re-circulated inside a
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Figure 1 Behavior of microbubbles inside electrophoresis cell


